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Percolation theory:

modelling the flow of water, traffic, viruses…

Imagine a large square grid in which the
points represent houses in a town.

Now imagine that some inhabitants of
the town have a virus.

Finally, imagine that once someone is
infected, any of their neighbours will also
become infected with some probability.

?

A typical question in percolation theory is:
How far will the infection spread?
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The critical probability

Critical points

of a percolation model

are everywhere in physics

How far the infection spreads in this square grid depends on whether the infection probability is more or less than ½.

In fact, critical probabilities in percolation are closely related to other so-called critical points in physics.
A familiar example of a critical point is the freezing point of water at 0°c.

Below ½, we see only
localised outbreaks…

…but above ½, an epidemic
engulfs the model.
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This probability ½ is called the critical probability of the model. A central question in percolation theory is:
Which models have critical probabilities?

A less well-known example is the Curie temperature of a magnet – the temperature above which it loses its
magnetism.

“When will a sufficiently transmissible virus cause an epidemic?”

It turns out that the mathematics behind this phenomenon are the same as the mathematics explaining critical
probabilities in percolation models.

Finite percolation
models: a more
realistic setting

Most classical percolation models assume that the system they are modelling is infinite, which is of course unrealistic!
In 2001, renowned probabilist Itai Benjamini made one of the central conjectures about percolation on finite models:
a simple characteristic that should imply that such a model has a critical probability.
Some very special cases of Benjamini’s conjecture have since been proved, but it appeared very difficult to prove in
general. Some experts even questioned whether it might be false.
In 2021, I finally proved Benjamini’s conjecture in the vast majority of cases in joint work with Tom Hutchcroft
(California Institute of Technology).

Existing methods

A new map of finite models

and where they do and don't work

and a solution to Benjamini’s conjecture

A crucial ingredient of our solution to Benjamini’s conjecture was a new “map” of all finite models that I discovered in
joint work with Romain Tessera (Université de Paris).

This map shows that the messy pockets in a finite model are always
joined together in a structured way.
Some highly structured
finite models can be
analysed using classical
methods.

Messy, unstructured finite
models can be understood
by adapting methods
introduced very recently in
the infinite setting.

Other
applications of
our new map

However, most finite
models have both
structured and messy parts.
Hutchcroft and I used a variety of techniques from algebra, combinatorics and probability to analyse this map and
prove the conjecture.

Random walks

Approximating smooth symmetric shapes

Our results have several applications to random walks, which in turn have
links to:

A football is traditionally made by stitching flat panels together to
approximate a sphere.

• Brownian motion — the path taken by an individual molecule of air in a
room;
• Card shuffling, including the famous rule that "seven riffle shuffles are
enough to mix a pack of cards”; and
• Electric networks.

Our results can be used to show that the more panels you assemble
into a symmetric shape, the “flatter” the shape is forced to become.
Thus, although one might intuitively expect to be able to make a better
symmetric approximation to a sphere by using more panels, this is in
fact probably impossible!

